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About This Game

Crucial Throw is a 2D sports platformer where athletes from across the galaxy compete in high speed competition. Choose from
seven unique competitors, as they battle to resolve age old conflicts. Each playable character has unique stats and skills that must

be utilized to secure victory.

Grab the ball and use it to destroy your opponents goals. Dashing into enemies steals the ball and causes a brief stun. Score by
destroying all three of your opponents goals. Every time a player scores the speed of the game increases.

Features

Fast paced skill based local multiplayer for 2 or 4 players

7 playable characters. Find your preferred playstyle by experimenting with unique speed, agility, jump, grab, dash,
fastfall and gravity values

5 maps to master

Use trampolines and launchers to outmaneuver your opponents and go fast

Stun, Dash, Throw, and Shield power-ups spawn throughout matches. Grab them quickly to gain the upper hand
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Funky, head bobbing beats by the one and only Flavours
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There is some roughness, such as the controls, that you have to tank through. They also dont hold your hand so you learn by
doing. However, I stuck with it and after I adjusted I had a very good time. The flow of money gets easier later but there always
seems to be something to buy so it keeps you busy.. Just played the first 1.9 hrs of pure bliss 10\/10
MUST PLAY

P.D.
I'm completely addicted to this game, you can play it alone or with friends and family. Waiting for new updates :v. quot;more
than 10 hours of fun" more like 10 hours of nightmare. The worst part of this game is - the price of 5€ and the music.

The 3 star system is just to make you repeat the same levels over and over again, because you have to find several items first and
only then you get another several on top of them - this make you waste your precious time even more. That's why this game
says: "more than 10 hours of fun". Fun for who?

There are many better/bigger hidden object games out there that don't require you to replay the same level just because you took
1 second too long to find that random item.. Fantastic little horror adventure, played entirely in the dark of course. ;). Quick fun,
handles smoothly. great time waster!. Arcanoid on steroids, and it's wonderful.
Also, it has a delicious soundtrack.. This is an awful game. DO NOT BUY THIS JUNK!!
It makes all kinds of crazy "unchangeable" aspects of
the game. It is obviously very politically motivated.
This game is a hot Steamy (pun intended) pile
of socialistic, communist crap.
. Its a nice game with an interesting concept. You have a tribe which constantly travels downwards. You can split and join them
into a group of one, two or much more. Also you can choose to arm your people with spear, torches or bare hands. You will
have to adjust your strategy quickly, for example, a large group with spears will scare off deers whereas a small one will manage
to hunt it. On the contrary, if you meet a group of other people, you really should have a large group, or they will kick
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Overall, the game is fun, but it has some cons. It is not always easy to understand how to
split your group to get a specific resource (Is it on the 7\/8 of the screen? Should I split into 8? or 9? ), and you can kill everyone
very easiliy by making a single mistake. The price tag is low, buy it and try it.. umm i just bought this pack and i did not get the
3 million exp. I love a good cyberpunk game but this game is odd. Like really odd. And in all honesty it's a pretty bad game with
a ton of problems. For one the game is developed by one person and it looks like it. Visually the game is just plain weird and as
far as text and visuals go it looks bad. The design on the other hand is stylized in a super interesting way which makes the bad
visuals feel less like just plain bad visuals and instead like interesting looking style choices which on some level they are. The
soundtrack is good which is always nice, especially for cyberpunk\/ scifi style games. The plot has the biggest problems which
I'll talk about in a minute. And finally, the game is short, confusing, and not very interactive. Despite all of my problems though
I like the game and recommend it.
The plot though has real problems. For one it doesn't make any sense at all and it doesn't help that everything is conveyed in
textboxes that are easy to accidentally skip through, with sometimes weird broken english. A couple more tests, especially some
english translation testers would help out some of that. In addition the actual plot, is cyberpunk but also just plan confusing.
Some people may consider this spoliers but the game has the tropes of big brother watching over, and cyborgs, and all of that
but it also has weird stuff involving a supercomputer that doesn't really make too much sense even by the end of the game. Also
the animation is so limited that the diologue is all a little weird in some points because you walk up to people and then text pops
up and nothing changes. I liked the story in the end though despite it making no real sense.
Overall though I liked Chronicles of Cyberpunk, especially aesthetically where it really shines, and in the heart of the game
which can come through in the developers obvious love and care of the game they have made. It's clear this game is a passion
project and that passion comes out through a lot of the game. If you're okay with a really weird and kinda nonsensical game then
check this one out
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As a long time Bomberman fan, and lover of puzzle games alike, I absolutely loved this game! Especially with the new updated
music. This is my favorite game on Steam right now. This is the perfect evolution for the Bomberman franchise and as far as
I'm concerned, this game takes place in the same world of Bomberman, just in the distant future, and Burnstar is a decendent of
Bomberman himself! (I'm a dreamer)

Good work Nerve Soft! You've garnered the respect of a starving community.

PLAY THIS GAME. One of the best turn based squad based tactical shooters of all time. can be frustrating when you miss a
90%chance kill but that's also some of the fun. I was rather surprised by the relatively high number of negative reviews for a
game I find so fun, so I thought I'd add my two cents:

This game is a rather unforgiving but fun look at the Battle of Britain. First I'll look at the pros and cons, and then I'll give some
tips that I've found helpful to ease the pain in the beginning of the game, because if you screw up in the beginning it can make
the game pretty much impossible going forward.

Pros:
-The strategic and tactical gameplay are both challenging, but fun. On the strategic level, you can manage war production, which
includes buying airfields, AA guns, factories, radar towers, airplanes, and the pilots. The money you earn is enough to buy the
necessities for defense, but not enough to make the game easy. You're always having to prioritize, which I find fun and
rewarding when done right. Even when done wrong, defeat never feels cheap, and you always feel as if it was more of a learning
experience than a punishment.
-The tactical gameplay is mosty fun (the parts that weren't so fun will be in the cons), and, for me at least, I never get tired of
downing Jerries. Call me odd, but it gives me a strange sense of satisfaction when I shoot down German bombers, as if I'm
saving the lives of actual civilians.
-The stats are set up in a helpful way, helping you to keep track of your most experienced squadrons and even most experienced
single pilots. This can be crucial. After all, if a huge stack of fighters and bombers is approaching, do you want to send out your
veterans or untried rookies? On the other hand, you can send rookie squadrons to take out small stacks of enemies, giving them
relatively easy experience points.

Cons:
-Certain elements of tactical combat can be frustrating. In particular, a high amount of micromanaging is required. This is
normally not so bad, since you only control 8 fighters at a time. But when your fighters are engaged in a sprawling dogfight with
enemy fighters, your own fighters are often slow to react without your direct intervention. This can lead to several of your
fighters being shot down in a row before you have time to react, which is incredibly frustrating. Also, when they're tangled up in
a dogfight, your own fighters and the German fighters look very similar, which adds an unnecessary layer of difficulty to fights.
-When your fighters get to a certain level of health, they're given the option to parachute. But the health requirement for this is
very low, so low that you'll often have less than a second to react before the airplane is destroyed and the pilot killed.
Fortunately, you have the option to pause the combat at any time, but given how fast the planes can be destroyed, you have to
have some good reflexes on that pause button.
-On the strategic level, if you are on the ropes and German airplanes are pouring over the countryside, you're pretty much done
for, since the bombers will almost always target your airfields. This can be frustrating since the bombers can destroy your planes
faster than you can get them in the air, which wastes a lot of money and is just plain not fun. Even strafing runs by fighters can
take out most of your planes and pilots on the ground.

Overall, even though this game isn't perfect, it's still a tense, rewarding, and very fun rendition of the Battle of Britain. For 8
dollars, I definitely recommend it.

Tips:
-Always make sure to have at least two squadrons, and have at least one of them on the ground while the others are in the air.
You might feel inclined to get as many fighters as you can airborne to patrol, and in the very earliest stages you can usually get
away with this. However, if all of your squadrons are in the air at one time, then this means that they'll all be refuelling at the
same time as well. So if bombers suddenly come to your airfields while you're refuelling, you may not get your fighters airborne
in time to prevent them from being destroyed on the ground. So always have at least one squadron on standby to respond to
threats like this.
-Your fighters' guns have a longer range than the rear gunners on bombers, so feel free to attack them from behind, as long as
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you turn away before you get in range of the rear gunners. This can get you some easy experience points for rookies, assuming
you've dealt with the enemy fighters first.
-Get enough radar stations to monitor the southern English coast, but not so many that they overlap. This will allow you to wait
to launch your planes until the enemy is actually coming without costing you too much money. What else should you spend that
money on, you ask? Well, I'll tell you:
-Buy plenty of AA guns. These can weaken tough units, and enemies will also try to fly around AA guns if they can, making
their movements more predictable. Also, AA guns can actualy shoot down whole stacks of enemy fighters, letting the game deal
with one of the most frustrating enemies so you don't have to.

I'm sure there are other things you'll learn along the way, but I think the tips above will help ease you into the game withouth too
much frustration. But still, some things can't be taught and have to be experienced. Or maybe I'm just feeling too lazy to keep
typing. In any case, I hope more people will give this game a chance, and if my review convinces someone on the fence to do
just that, then I'll be content.

God save the King!. This game has some promise, but it needs a LOT of work. I, like many of us I'm sure are dying for a good
story driven adventure free roaming RPG to save us from the endless wave shooters. This game seems to have a start in filling
that void. I like the option of trackpad and teleport. I've really grown to like trackpad locomotion and have over come my
motion sickness from it for the most part, but with this type of locomotion, where you move in the direction your head is
pointing instead of where your hand is pointing,. I just would rather be able to point where I'm going and tilt the controler to
slow down if I need to and look around while I'm walking. The graphics are terribly blurry. That really needs to be fixed. The
horse back riding is a nice mechanic even though I found that it was pretty touchy especially when you were walking and not
galloping and had a tendency to make me feel a bit sick. There were several bugs,.. walking into the town I must have
dismounted my horse before I was supposed to and the controls for dismounting floated in front of me the whole time I was in
the village. there were serveral loud voices that seem to yell at me from every direction and that was a bit odd since there was
only one person I could see in the village besides the group I met up with before the horse race. The voice acting was a bit
cheesy. Also,. this is just my own personal preference here and I know many disagree and that's cool,. but when I'm playing as a
character in a VR game it really kills it for me when the game starts talking for me. That was my one complaint about Arizona
Sunshine. I'm the character, it's my adventure, let me be the character and don't tell me what I think. The battle play was actually
pretty cool. could definatily use some force feedback or something and I would probably make it so the giant boulders don't just
roll away like a basket ball when you barely run into them. there was another strange bug when I walked into the fishery where a
string of bright purple text that said hello over and over in a colum on the left side of my screen showed up and never went away
the rest of the demo. obviously I wouldn't reccomend this game in it's current state but that doesn't mean with a lot of work it
couldn't turn out to be something pretty great. but now it's just not. I suppose I understand the design intent (e.g., discover how
to play by... playing!), but I find it insanely frustrating and mundane. Without a clear end-state or set of goals, without a sense of
whether meaningful progress is being made, without a sense of how many times I'll be doing these same tasks over and over, I
can't help but feel... anger towards the designer. My time is more valuable than this. I want to like your game. I want to run a
cult. I even want to use cards to take actions. That's all cool, man. But give me some rules, some goals, and a strategy to pursue.
Telling me to figure out your damn game on my own just feels insulting.
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